
Meeting Information -

Subject: Care Code;

Meeting with: Kathryn Kass - Physician Assistant

Time: Tuesday, 1/25/2022 at 5:15 pm EST

Location: By Phone; 906-281-0992; We will be using Google Meets, check discord for link

Recording: Here

Interview Positions / Jobs:

Cody Boyd (TL) - Writing second half of questions.

Shane O’Brien (PO) - Write First Half of Questions

Colin Knudsen - Writing First Half of Questions.

Eric Belt - Writing second half of questions

Patrick Philbin - Asking first half of questions

Harry Taylor - Asking questions

https://drive.google.com/file/d/190qQBPYTBgyoOvPLu7TaU_uPbQqczxCx/view?usp=sharing


Interview Questions:

First Half
Writing: Colin, Shane
Asking: Patrick

● Would you like to have a scheduled meeting with the team for progress updates (can be
just every 2 or 3 weeks)?

○ Doesn’t matter to the scientist, up to the team. We do not have to meet formally,
we can just send emails and set up a meeting if needed.

● How would you imagine the application worked when fully developed?
○ Med providers would use, saved as a link on google. Used for not 100% sure

how to code it. Get on, fill in the info, get the code and place it into the notes. In
the dream world the coder will have a quick blurb that would have more info
about the patient. Nothing will get saved after filling in the info the page clears.

● Could you walk through the coding document that was sent?
○ Watch the recording at 5:26 pm.

● Could you walk through the coding algorithm that was sent?
○ Watch the recording at 5:31 pm.

Second Half
Writing: Cody, Eric
Asking: Harry

● Is this application used for every patient? Or specific patients?
○ From what I gathered, yes it will be used for every patient.

● Will the application that we develop be a finished product or a prototype?
○ Seems to be a prototype, not so much a finished product.

● Is there any more information that can be sent to the team to aid us in development?
○ Spreadsheet provided.


